The gym in Nosticova street is an institution of FTVS UK. Its operator is Sport facility management UK FTVS (Správa sportovišť UK FTVS). This gym is used as sport education of the Faculty, of the University sport club, and if the capacity is not exceeded it may be used for complementary commercial events. Sport facility management UK FTVS is the main coordinator of gym’s use during the calendar year.

For continuous and safety running of gym it is necessary that its users obey the regulations given by OPERATING RULES stated below and that they respect instructions of sport facilities operator who unable entrance to the sport institution, supervises respecting of the operating rules, who is responsible for turning on and off the lights, working of sanitary facilities, tidiness and order in the gym. Because of fire safety, the presence of 40 persons only is permitted, including maximum 8 persons be with reduced mobility or children between 3 and 6 years of age.

1) All users are required to maintain order and tidiness and to use all the equipment considerately. After having finished using the sport equipment, they are also required to put it back in its right place (see pinboard).

2) All users are required to change their shoes before entering the dressing rooms. The entry in the gym is permitted only while having clean sport indoor shoes on. During artistic gymnastics classes it is forbidden to use any shoe, neither while being on gymnastics carpet, nor while using gymnastics apparatus. In case of violation of this rule staff is authorized to order such a client out of sport surface.

3) Facilities operator is not responsible for damages to users belongings taken with them in the sport areas.

4) Opening hours are all year round, according to special needs of sport education or training they are from 6.30am to 9.30pm.

5) Use of gymnastics apparatus or tool (equipment of the gym) is allowed only under teacher’s or coach’s supervision and it is designated only for gymnastics activities. Acrobatic tracks serves to practice acrobatic skills only. It is forbidden to enter on the track with shoes and without teacher’s or coach’s supervision.

6) It is forbidden to bring any objects or food out of sport equipment into the gym. Furthermore it is strictly forbidden to light fire or to manipulate it in any way or to bring any objects that may endanger safety of other users. Smoking is prohibited in all gym’s areas.

7) Every user is obliged to immediately report any damage or other problem in the gym to the competent staff. All damages to the gym area caused on purpose or because of negligence are under full responsibility of the person who caused it. Such a person is supposed to cover the damage in its full compensatory amount.

8) In case of injury or accident it is necessary to immediately inform the teacher and then the sport facilities operator who will arrange for medical assistance.

9) During lessons or activities that are provided by the Faculty it is strictly prohibited to enter the field without the teacher’s or coach’s presence.

10) Except operations related to the Faculty activities (education, tutoring, activity of university sport club, etc.), all individuals use the facilities at their own risk.